
 

 

 

 

Dunbar and area Support from the Start 

 

Note of meeting held on 25/1/16 

 

Present 

Linden Ross, Liz Kilpatrick, Tina Pollock, Stephanie Sharpe, Liz Martin, Steven Wray, Carly Gillet, Jo 

McNamara 

 

Apologies 

Fiona Masters, Katy Pollock. Rachel McElhinney, Liz Humphrys 

 

Presentation on East Lothian Food bank 

Liz gave a summary of the development of the East Lothian Food bank, which started three years ago in 

response to need identified by local churches and the Map of the time Fiona O’Donnell. It is now part of 

the Trussel trust network of food banks in the UK. It’s an established charity and has a non political 

agenda to address food poverty through short term crisis food parcels to people referred by recognised 

agencies. The Food bank does not make any judgement of need and relies on referrers to do this but offers 

guidance to referrers. Currently 30 + food parcels per week. A lot of community groups collect food for 

the food bank and there are three strategic collections at major supermarkets that ensure a good stock of 

non perishable foods. Referrals largely come through the Scottish welfare fund which is administered by 

the council and through the Citizen advice bureaus. 70% of the food is delivered with the aid of volunteer 

drivers. Food parcels are standardised – a fresh meal option is provided by Roots and fruits along with a 

recipe and cooking instructions. Feed back on the fresh food option is that not all recipients are able and 

or motivated to use this option. 

Dunbar has an independent food bank that operates independently from the East Lothian Food bank and 

is linked to local churches and has slightly different criteria.  

The food bank is open weekdays 9.30pm – 4pm. 

The group agreed a £100 donation to the Food bank Action Liz to invoice for the amount. 

 

Uniform bank 

Steven discussed the developing school uniform bank which is now being managed largely by Care free 

kids after initial start up by Heather Young a Musselburgh parent. Guidance is about to be issued to 

referrers. There was a discussion about linking with charity shops and how this could work. The group 

agreed to provide £200 to support the uniform bank £100 for generic items and a £100 for badged items 

in the Dunbar school cluster area. 

 

Support group for parents 

Discussed re-establishing a support group for parents modelled on the one that was previously run by 

Karen Bell. This would be a semi structured group focused on developing mutual support but with some 

educational inputs from local agencies. Steph is interested in a short term volunteer role and this may be a 

good use of skills 

Action Steph and Jo to meet to discuss possibilities 
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Peep 

First PEEP group has been well attended and well received by local parents – a sub group led by Carly is 

meting to discuss ways of extending the reach of PEEP in the Dunbar area to a more diverse group of 

parents. One approach might be to work with the Dunbar Churches you and children project. 

Action : Carly to feed back on discussion of sub group Linden to make contact with the leads of the 

Churches youth and children project and invite them to attend a future meeting to discuss joint working. 

 

AOB 

May meeting is in Dunbar primary school 

Publicity a small business type card to be developed 

Next agenda – planning events for the year 

 
11/2. 16/3. 19/4. 19/5(daytime at school) 21/6. 24/8. 15/9. 24/10. 16/11 7/12(daytime 
meeting) 

 


